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Abstract

Documentation is an integral part of a software system. It contains the information that is necessary to effectively and successfully develop, use, and maintain a system. In practice, however, the creation of appropriate documentation is largely neglected. This paper investigates the reasons for this neglect and proposes an approach to improve the current situation.

As the quality of documentation depends on its usage, the approach presented here realizes the software engineering principle separation of concerns to provide all documentation users with the documentation they require for performing their tasks.

The approach has been empirically validated in a series of experiment and case studies of which one experiment is described here in more detail.
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1 Introduction

Software engineering is the discipline that provides principles, techniques, methods, and tools to systematically develop software systems. A software system consists of an executable program, as well as documentation containing all information that is necessary to effectively create, use, and maintain the program. Thus, the development of a software system encompasses the development of the executable program and the creation of an appropriate documentation. In practice, however, the creation of appropriate documentation of software is largely neglected. This paper investigates the reasons for this neglect of documentation and proposes an approach to improve the current situation.

There are different tasks related to a software system that should be supported by appropriate documentation, for example the contribution to some aspect of the development of the software system as, for example software architect, project manager, or programmer. Other tasks are the assessment or evaluation of some aspects of the software, for example performed by testers for quality assurance or people that decide whether the software is bought by some organization. A third task is using the software. Other stakeholders are the people that create or maintain the documentation. All stakeholders performing these tasks need diverse knowledge about the software system to perform their tasks. The knowledge the stakeholders require can be provided to them by a documentation that contains the information they need to perform the respective tasks. The type and presentation of the information is, therefore, dependent on the performed task and the stakeholders.

In contrast to the need for documentation stands the current, widespread practice that software developing organizations do often document their products after they have been finished, that is coded. Often documentation is done the minimal way producing only contractually guaranteed documents; usually these are the user documentation and whatever the client requires. Being asked about the reasons for them to document the absolute minimum or the reasons they start documenting afterwards, software developers raise similar issues with documenting the software they are developing: in many organizations there is simply no established process that integrates the documentation into development making it an integral part of the final product. If, in addition to that, an organization does not consider documentation as important as the ‘real’ product - the source code - the motivation for software developers to create and maintain documentation becomes very low.
Even if there is an established process for documentation, often documents are produced according to given rules without rationales and it is, therefore, not clear to the producers of the documentation what is being done with the documents they produce and for whom they are producing them. The result is that many people while documenting have the subjective impression of creating too much unnecessary documentation that is produced only for the sake of documenting. The colloquial term for that kind of documentation is shelfware. Naturally, producing shelfware is not a motivating and satisfying task, which decreases the quality of the results even more. The basic underlying problem is that neither the purpose of the documentation nor the people that consume the documentation are known to the producers of the documentation.

To benefit from documentation in cases in which it is beneficial and necessary without being trapped in producing and using unnecessary, unreadable, and non-beneficial documents, documentation should be of a high quality. What a documentation of high quality is depends on the usage of the documentation, especially whether a stakeholder is creating, maintaining, or using a documentation. The different users of documentation with their expectations and requirements must, therefore, all be taken into account when the quality of software documentation should be improved.

In this paper, we present and validate an approach based on the software engineering principle separation of concerns to develop customized documentation. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the current state-of-the-art and state-of-the practice for documenting software systems. Section 3 then presents the view-based approach to documenting software systems. Section 4 contains the description of the empirical validation that was conducted to validate the approach. Section 6 finally summarizes and concludes the paper.
A recent study revealed that natural language is the predominant notation in software documentation and that most of the participating companies have problems in keeping the different documents produced consistent and that the documents are not correct any more by the end of a project [21]. The findings of the study with Swedish companies is consistent with results of earlier, similar studies, for example [12] [18].

There are a number of different approaches that are proposed to document software. At one extreme, there are the agile software development approaches that propose to not document with different means than source code, for example eXtreme Programming (XP) [7]. The benefit of such an approach is that the documentation (i.e., the source code) is always consistent with the software system. There are some approaches that augment agile approaches with means for documentation, for example the agile modeling approach [1]. The agile modeling approach that classifies models into models that are developed to support the development of the software and models that are developed to document the software system. For the documentation, models, techniques are given that realize an agile approach for the documentation of software systems.

At the other extreme of the range there are approaches that define a documentation schema that is to be used. These strict documentation approaches propose a structure that the producer of the documentation has to fill to document a software system. Examples for strict documentation approaches include standards, like for the user documentation [16] or for the requirements specification [15]. Some software engineering books also recommend structures for documenting requirements [8] [27] or reuse documentation [25].

Books about the documentation of software are rare. There are, however, some books that primarily address software documentation, for example [3] [24]. Both stress that documentation must be written for the consumers of the documentation and provide guidelines or patterns that support achieving this goal. Both, however, do not provide any systematic approach to elicit the informational needs of the documentation consumers.

To create documentation that fits best in an environment, existing documentation schemata have to be customized. Here, these issues are addressed by a systematic approach that realizes the software engineering principle separation of concerns and that enables the definition of documentation schemata that are tailored to the respective project context.
Separation of concerns is a software engineering principle that promotes the isolated descriptions of all important aspects of a software system and that, therefore, will be used as a basis for developing a systematic approach to improve the current state-of-the-practice in documenting software systems. Parnas described in his milestone article from 1972 the need for modularization of code in order to separate the different responsibilities of a system [23]. The term separation of concerns has been introduced by Dijkstra in 1974 [9]. Jackson pointed out the need for composition of separated concerns and also introduced join points [17].

The list of concerns that have been proposed for separation in software development is very long. Examples range from implementation concerns, design level concerns, to application domain level concerns.

When it is realized, separation of concerns promises several benefits, for example reduced complexity of the description of the individual aspects, increased comprehensibility of the overall description, and, consequently, support for customization, maintenance, and evolution. Other benefits include support for reuse, consistency checking, and traceability.

A number of approaches have been proposed to realize an explicit separation of concerns. The notion “aspect-oriented” is generally used to characterize these approaches. The notion was introduced in the aspect-oriented programming (AOP) approach [19]. The existing approaches to separate concerns are, therefore, subsumed under aspect-oriented modeling approaches. These can be defined as approaches that realize separation of concerns by supporting the explicit representation of concerns as collaborating models.

In aspect-oriented modeling approaches, one or more models are used to explicitly represent information related to a concern. If more than one model is used, the collaboration among the different models is documented using join points. Join points are also used to combine the models representing different concerns. Independent of the actual composition relation that is used, the composition of the models representing all concerns yield the complete description of the software system being modeled.
Figure 1 shows a typical aspect-oriented modeling approach. A number of concerns are being made explicit as views, that, in turn are modeled by a number of collaborating models. However, the concerns, as well as their relation to the views are not made explicit (denoted by the dotted lines in the figure). The existing aspect-oriented approaches mainly focus on techniques for modeling and composing concerns. The elicitation of concerns is largely neglected; the approaches assume the set of relevant concerns as known.

Since the first appearances of the principle separation of concerns, several aspect-oriented approaches to separate concerns during software development have been proposed addressing different stages in the life-cycle of a software system. Approaches that build on object-oriented system development are now gaining increasing attention. These approaches mainly focus on the implementation level. Examples are subject-oriented programming (SOP) [13], aspect-oriented programming (AOP) [19], and multi-dimensional separation of concerns [26].

There are also aspect-oriented software development approaches that address earlier life-cycle stages. Examples are aspect-oriented requirements engineering
[10] or architectural views [14] [20]. All these approaches are isolated solutions to separation of concerns in the sense that problems are reformulated and independently solved for the different life-cycle stages.

There are several groups working on developing and applying these approaches, and this community is growing. The first two international conferences on aspect-oriented software development have been held [22] [11].
3 Method for View-Based Documentation

3.1 Concepts

Separation of concerns is the attempt to identify, describe, and handle the different concerns stakeholders have on a software system separately and in isolation. A concern is any matter of vested interest that a stakeholder has in a software system. A stakeholder of a software system can then be defined any person (or other software system) that has a vested interest in a software system.

There are three major challenges that have to be addressed to achieve separation of concerns, the elicitation, the explicit separation, and the composition of concerns. Once these three challenges are solved, a view-based documentation of software is possible. A view-based software documentation supports different viewpoints on the software system and enables the explicit and simultaneous modeling of all of those viewpoints as views in the documentation.

A viewpoint is a perspective taken by a stakeholder towards a software system. A viewpoint specifies a metamodel that expresses the type of entities and relationships that are of interest from the perspective the viewpoint defines. A view instantiates a viewpoint and conforms to the viewpoint’s rules. A view uses the types that are defined in the corresponding viewpoint, and describes the software system using concrete entities that are instantiations of the types given in the metamodel of the respective viewpoint — similar to the distinction between classes and objects in object-oriented approaches.

Figure 2 shows the situation that view-based documentation aims at. The concerns of the different stakeholders are elicited, and viewpoints are created that reflect for each stakeholder their perspective on the software system. Based on the viewpoints, models are created and used as document elements in a document that exactly provides the information the respective stakeholder needs.
3.2 Principal Approach

Separation of concerns is applied in view-based documentation to the documentation of software systems. The reason for this approach is that the quality of software documentation is dependent on the use of the documentation. Therefore, the consumers of a documentation and their subjective assessment of its quality are the most important input to understand and improve a documentation’s quality.

Consequently, a documentation’s stakeholders and their concerns, that is, the information they want to find in the documentation, are the optimal starting point for defining a documentation schema. Such a documentation schema defines what information a documentation captures, how this information is presented to the readers of the documentation, and what documents the documentation consists of. The result is one documentation per stakeholder that contains exactly the information the stakeholder requires for working with the documentation (compare Figure 2). It is possible that there are certain concerns, and, therefore, also parts of viewpoints that overlap. However, the viewpoints are treated separately to determine the ideal viewpoint for each stakeholder. This viewpoint can then be taken as a basis for developing a documentation schema that yields a documentation that is optimal for the respective stakeholder.

In practice, however, an approach that provides one customized document for each stakeholder separately is hardly feasible. The effort for planning, creating, and maintaining such a documentation has no reasonable relation to the reduction of effort that can be reached for consuming the resulting documents. However, there are approaches possible to improve the quality of documentations for the different consumers without creating a documentation for each of them. The approach that is introduced here is based on the fact that there is a substantial overlap among the different viewpoints. A viewpoint determines the information that is contained in the models that are used to represent certain concerns. Overlapping viewpoints consequently share models and their elements. Therefore, models can be used in different documentations and so a pool of models can be created from which models can be taken to develop different documentations.

Another aspect of the overlap of viewpoints is the fact that there is often a basic socket of information that is required by a large number of documentation consumers. For software documentations, this is usually the information that covers the functionality and features of the respective software system and how these are realized in the software system. This is the information that is typically covered by the documentation schemata provided by general-purpose approaches to the development of software systems. Even though not every stakeholder requires all information in such base viewpoints, they can be used
to as a skeleton to which stakeholder specific aspects can be added to yield customized documentations.

Figure 3 depicts the envisioned approach to view-based software documentation. The viewpoints for the different stakeholders are still elicited. However, there is an packaging step that analyzes the viewpoints and consolidates the elicited viewpoints into an optimal set of views. The optimization criteria are the number of models that are to be produced for each stakeholder and the number of models produced in total. To optimize the presented information, both numbers should be as small as possible under the constraint that a possibly large number of the constraints are covered. As shown in figure 3, the result is a number of views that encompass information for the different stakeholders that will be present in the different documents for the different stakeholders.

A view-based software documentation can be developed based on the resulting optimized views. The views are taken as basis to create a documentation schema from which an actual view-based documentation can be derived. In this step, also the creation of the documentation is planned. The different project roles, that is the staff working on a project and their role in the project, are taken as input to define the documentation plans for the different roles. A documentation plan determines the document elements and documents the different people working in a project must develop.
The documentation of software should not be addressed in isolation for each project a software developing organization performs. On the contrary, it is beneficial to view the documentation of the software an organization produces in an organization-wide manner and to learn from past experience in documenting software in earlier projects. This approach is based on a framework for integrated product and process engineering that was developed within the TAME (Tailoring a Measurement Environment) project [4]. The principal goal of the framework is to record and package experience in an experience database and to use the information captured in the experience database to improve the software development practices in an organization.

The information that is recorded for the different projects is then packaged to yield an experience database that support the preparation and execution of new projects. For documentation, the experience database contains a organization-wide documentation schema as product model along with information on how it was adapted in different projects. Information on how the different documentation schemata reflect project characteristics and what the experience was with that approach are also captured. Additionally, a quality model for documentation is contained in the experience base that enables the evaluation of documentation schemata and documentations.

The information and experience stored in the experience base can be used to support new projects in the organization. The organization-wide documentation schema can be used as a starting point for preparing a documentation schema for a new project. Characteristics of the new project are compared to the characteristics of past projects and, taking into account the experience gained in the past projects, the organization-wide documentation schema is modified to yield a new documentation schema.

3.3 Approach in Detail

The preceding section presented a view on software documentation as a organization-wide resource that can be continuously improved. Figure 4 shows the typical life-cycle of a software documentation that consists of three steps as an IDEFØ diagram. First, the documentation schema is determined that defines the documents to be produced, as well as their content in terms of the information being contained and the notations used to represent that information. The documentation plan is also created that contains the schedule for creating the different parts of the documentation.

Once the documentation schema and plan are defined, the documentation is built. The different documents are produced and delivered to the documentation consumers that use it to work with the software system being documented.
The three identified phases are presented in more detail in the following three sections.

### 3.3.1 Documentation Definition

The goal of the documentation schema definition process is to set up a documentation schema that covers as much of the relevant information on the software system as possible and to present it to its consumers in a way that suits them optimally. Additionally, a documentation plan is developed that schedules and plans the creation of the documentation. The documentation definition process is shown in Figure 5. It consists of the two activities, viewpoint definition and documentation schema definition.

In the viewpoint definition, first, the stakeholders that are documentation consumers and their concerns are elicited. The goal of the viewpoint definition is to elicit and document the viewpoints of all stakeholders (Step 1.1 in Figure 5) and to plan the creation of the actual documentation. The result of the viewpoint definition activity is a definition of the viewpoints that are to be covered by the documentations being produced and that, therefore, are used as a basis to develop the documentation schema.
The goal of the actual documentation schema definition is to create a documentation schema that covers the defined viewpoints (Step 1.2 in Figure 5). The obvious goal is to cover all documentation relevant concerns in exactly the way the stakeholders want it. However, the resulting documentation set that provides for all stakeholder exactly what they want is usually too expensive to create and maintain. Then, the trade-off between concern coverage and cost must be resolved. Viewpoints can, for example, be combined into composed views to cover concerns from different stakeholders’ viewpoints. These measures result in documentations for more than one stakeholder. As mentioned in the introduction to this chapter, it is not realistic to expect a cost effective complete concern coverage. The set of views in the documentation is optimal if the number of views is as small as possible, yet covering all relevant concerns. In the best case, the set of views directly corresponds to the viewpoints elicited in the viewpoints elicitation step. However, often a number of viewpoints can not be covered in a documentation in a cost-effective way and, therefore, must be merged with others.

If no experience is available from an experience base, existing modeling practices, existing documentations, and CASE (Computer-Aided Software Engineering) tools are investigated to understand to what extent the existing modeling practices cover the required documentation viewpoints. Additionally, specific requirements on the resulting documentations are considered when developing the documentation schema. If there is an experience base available, it is investigated whether the current concerns are already covered is simplified and the definition of views and the documentation schema based on existing information and experience is also much easier. The changes and adaptation that have been made, as well as the rationales for these, are recorded in the project database. The result of the documentation definition process is a documentation...
schema that defines the structures for the different documents the different documentations to be produced consist of and that relates the viewpoints to these documentation structures.

The creation of the documentation is planned as well in the documentation schema definition process. The roles participating in a project are used to plan and schedule the creation of the different elements of the documentation. This is captured in the documentation plan.

3.3.2 Documentation Creation

The documentation creation process is shown in Figure 6. It consists of four activities, view creation, documentation parts creation, documents creation, and producers' documentation analysis.

The first activity towards creation the documentations defined in the preparation phase is to create the models for the views to be documented based on the documentation plan (Step 2.1 in Figure 6). As defined above, a view is a number of models that together represent a viewpoint. The models in a view collaborate and jointly represent the perspective taken on a software system that is defined in a viewpoint. The metamodel given in a viewpoint selects and relates the information present in the respective models. The result of the model creation activity is a set of models that can be used in the planned documentations. Therefore, the models must be organized and identifiable.

A documentation mainly consists of models. However, there are also other parts of the documentation that need to be present, for example, explanatory text, change histories, author lists, or contact information for a hotline to be addressed in case of problems. All of these are written in the course of the documentation part creation (Step 2.2 in Figure 6). The goal of the documentation part creation activity is to write the texts that will appear in the documentations. This includes all sorts of text from headline texts to descriptions of the methods used to develop the software being documented.

The documents creation activity concludes the documentation creation (Step 2.3 in Figure 6). In this step, the views and the document parts created are integrated in the documentation schema. Since the documentation schema identifies the places where the different models and document parts are located in the different documentations, the integration can be easily automated using tool support. This enables an efficient building and maintenance of documentations. It also supports the usage of the same models and documentation parts in documentations and the presentation of documentations in different output formats.
After the different producers have created their share of the documentation, it can be evaluated from the producers’ perspective (Step 2.4 in Figure 6). The evaluation assesses whether a producer created all required elements of the documentation and tries to understand why certain elements have not been produced (if applicable). Other information captured is the correctness and consistency of the documentation schema, as well as the subjective impression of the producers with respect to the usefulness of the documentation schema. To analyze the effort required for documentation production, the effort that was spent for documentation within development and in addition to development are collected.

### 3.3.3 Documentation Usage

The customized documentations are provided to the respective stakeholders. It is essential for the success of a view-based documentation approach to get feedback on the experience documentation consumers have using the documentation. The feedback is an important source for continuously improving the documentation and its documentation schema after it is in use.

The continuous improvement of documentation in an organization requires the assurance of the quality of documentation. From a specific user’s perspective, the completeness of documentation with respect to this user’s tasks is an important indicator for the quality. Additionally, the correctness and consistency of the documentation, the effort required for using the documentation, as well as the subjective assessment of the usability of the documentation are important measures for analyzing a documentation.
4 Validation

The approach for view-based documentation of software was validated in a number of experiments and industrial case studies that all investigated different aspects of the approach. In the following, one of the experiments experiment is described in more detail.

The experiment described collected data to investigate four aspects of the quality of the produced and maintained documentations. Of these four aspects, completeness, correctness, usefulness, and economy, only one, completeness, is described in more detail. The results for the three other aspects are briefly summarized at the end of the experiment description.

4.1 The Library System Experiment

4.1.1 Experiment Design

The library system experiment aimed at eliciting the impact the documentation schema has on the quality of produced and maintained documentations. Therefore, experienced subjects (i.e., graduate computer science students and software engineering researchers) were asked to create and maintain the documentation of a software component. They were randomly put in one of the groups (G1 and G2) using different documentation schemata (DS1 and DS2).

Both documentation schemata proposed the same set of models to be created to document software components and differed in the presentation of the models only. The experiment was performed on a pen and paper basis. Therefore, the experiment material briefly described the models to be used for documentation on top of a page followed by enough empty space to draw some models. The models that were proposed to be used were the same for both documentation schemata, namely UML class diagrams, UML object diagrams, textual descriptions of the operations provided by the component, UML state chart diagrams, UML activity diagrams, and UML collaboration diagrams. Hence, the information to be documented was the same for both groups.

The documentation schema DS2 is a documentation schema that simply listed the models to be produced with a short motivation of each of the models. Documentation schema DS1 is based on the KobrA component model [2] and also contained brief guidelines that explain the viewpoints that are documented, the models used, and how the different viewpoints are related. Additionally, the subjects were introduced to the documentation schema in a
10 minute presentation. The component that was used in the experiment was taken from a case study implementation of a library system. This case study can be found in [5]. The material also contained an implementation of the LoanManager component as an Enterprise Java Bean (EJB) that provides seven public operations and is about 250 LOC long.

The experiment was done in two passes for both groups, dealing with the creation and the maintenance of documentation, respectively. The task in pass 1 was to document the LoanManager according to the respective documentation schema using pen and paper.

In the second pass, the same subjects were asked to maintain the documentation of the same component to reflect changes that had been made to the source code. The task was to mark the required changes in the printed documentation of the LoanManager to reflect the changes in the source code. The goal was that the documentation completely and correctly documents the printed source code again after the documentation maintenance.

Additional materials used were the pre-briefing questionnaire and the debriefing questionnaire, which the subjects were asked to answer. The pre-briefing questionnaire captured the subjects’ experience and on their motivation for performing well in the experiment. The debriefing questionnaire captured the subjects’ opinions on the documentation schema they used, as well as their opinion on their performance during the experiment and on the experiment itself.

4.1.2 Experiment Results

For the production task, a proposed or sample solution was created that determined the required models, as well as the required model elements in these models. This solution was the same for both documentation schemata. The solutions provided were analyzed for the models they contained, as well as for the model elements in these models. The result of the analysis is a percentage that expresses to what degree the different subjects produced a complete documentation. The analysis results can be compared for the two documenta- tion schemata since the expected models were the same. For the maintenance task, the completeness of changes was analyzed. Since a complete and correct documentation was given to the subjects, the required changes can be counted. The changes the subjects made by marking the appropriate places in the provided documentation were then compared to the required changes resulting in a percentage capturing the completeness of the maintenance.

The experiment was conducted with 12 experienced subjects randomly distributed in the two groups. Due to the small size of the groups the statistical power of the experiment results is low. Therefore, a qualitative, rather than a
quantitative, statistically funded, analysis of the experiment results was indicated. As a consequence, the conclusions are drawn in an argumentative manner in the following to evaluate the hypotheses of the experiment.

Figure 7 shows the completeness results achieved for the two tasks as box plots. The figure shows that the completeness was higher for the documentation schema DS1 for both tasks. This suggests that the documentation schema can have a beneficial effect on the completeness of produced and maintained documentations. Another very interesting result of the experiment was revealed by the comparison of the subjective and the objective completeness. The subjective completeness was elicited using a question in the de-briefing questionnaire. The subjects were asked to estimate the completeness of the documentation they produced for the production task or the completeness of the changes they applied for the maintenance task, respectively. The completeness was elicited as a percentage on a nominal scale with 20% steps.

Figure 8 compares the subjective and the objective completeness for the production task. On the horizontal axis, the subjective completeness values are given by using the center of the respective range as value. On the vertical axis,
the completeness values that have been elicited as described above are given. Points on a diagonal starting at (0%, 0%) and ending at (100%, 100%) would mean that the subjects correctly estimated the completeness of the result of their respective task. Points below that diagonal mean that the subjects overestimate the completeness of their work, that is, the subjective completeness value is higher than the objective completeness value. Points above mean that the subjects underestimate the completeness of their work, since the objective value is higher than the subjective value.

Figure 8. Subjective vs. Objective Completeness

It turned out that the users of the unstructured documentation schema DS2 (depicted as squares) tended to overestimate the completeness of their work and the users of the documentation schema DS1 (depicted as diamonds) tended to underestimate the completeness of their work. A reason for this
phenomenon might be that the unstructured documentation schema DS2 does not provide as much guidance that helps its users to know when they have documented or maintained a component completely.

For the documentation schema DS1, the situation is slightly different. As described above, the subjects were introduced to the documentation schema in a short presentation. The KobrA method, on which the documentation schema based, was new to them. They were familiar with the notation used but the organization, as well as the relationships among the different models that were presented to them was new to the subjects. A task setup of that kind, where a subject is introduced to a new technique and is asked to apply the technique right away, tends to overwhelm subjects easily. At least, they have the subjective impression that they can not fulfil the large number of requirements posed by that new technique on them. And even though the results are good (as the analysis presented above shows), the subjects tend to underestimate their contribution.

This phenomenon showed up for the maintenance task as well. In the second pass, the users of documentation schema DS1 estimated the completeness more correctly. This result suggest that the subjects, being familiar with the documentation schema have been able to estimate their work more correctly.

The results of the different analyses presented in this section suggest that the documentation schema can have a beneficial on the completeness results when producing or maintaining documentations. The users of the view-based documentation schema DS1 that made explicit the purpose of the different models within the documentation and that also made explicit the relationships among the different model elements achieved generally better results with respect to completeness.

The analysis of economy did not lead to clear results due to the experiment setup. The data collected during the experiment is not significant enough to justify to draw any statistically funded conclusion with respect to economy from the experiment.

The analysis of the correctness and usefulness of the produced and maintained documentations also suggest that a view-based documentation schema has a positive influence on these two aspects of documentation quality.

4.2 Other Empirical Validations

Two additional experiments were conducted, one with a larger number of inexperienced subjects to elicit the impact of experience on the results. In the
third experiment, the subjects produced documentations using the two documentation schemata to directly compare the usefulness. A number of insights could be drawn from these experiments:

- Experienced subjects have better completeness and correctness results
- Missing experience can be compensated by a good, supporting documentation schema
- Experience does not compensate a low quality documentation schema
- The positive effect of the experience on the completeness of the produced is higher for the more unstructured documentation schema DS2.
- Inexperienced subjects tend to underestimate their results in producing a documentation and overestimate their results in maintaining a documentation.
- The subjective usefulness of the documentation schema DS1 is higher than of DS2.

View-based software documentation was also validated in a number of industrial case studies. One case study that was performed in the context of an industrial project that aimed at modeling and implementing reusable software components. The case study showed that an adaptation of the documentation schema can be easily achieved and improves the quality of the respective software documentations. In another case study, view-based software documentation was used to determine the views to document a product line architecture and to provide traceability among the different views [6].
5 Conclusions

This paper presented an organization-wide approach to improve the current practice of software documentation. The work on this approach revealed that the quality of documentation is directly related to the use of the documentation. This led to the development of a quality model (not presented in this paper due to space limitations) that enables the task-related and subjective assessment of the quality of a software documentation.

The empirical validation based on the quality model showed that the quality can be improved when the documentation schema considers the different uses of the documentation. The integration in an experience-base supported environment enables the reuse of documentation practices and quick reaction on changing projects characteristics by adapting the practices in a systematically supported way. The approach proposes information models as a basis to develop documentation schemata. This should be properly supported by tools that help manage the information models.

Another aspect that should be supported by tools is the generation of documentation from a documentation schema. Another thread that should be followed is the creation of an experience base for documentation practices that captures the documentation practices proposed by different software development methods.

The conducted experiments did not cover the gain that is supposedly achieved over time by effort reduction of using high quality documentations over the effort needed to create them.

We have successfully applied the view-based approach to documenting software systems presented in this paper in a number of industrial projects and further improve it based on the experiences gained.
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